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Extension to Microsoft core office
applications and automation.
Content extension using RAG pattern.
No specific LLM vendor lock-in

Future Proof Architecture

Safety and security of enterprise IP
Mature RAG architecture pattern and
supporting services.
Automated stack deployment 
Subscription and Fabric consumption
cost benefits 

Microsoft AI Stack Focus

RAG Pack Accelerators

Bronze, Silver, and Gold engagements
that find all timeframes and budgets
Prescriptive, low-resource impact

Predefined Engagements

Prentice Gate
Approach

AI Data Assistants deploy in weeks, are
immediately useful, and are easy to expand
incrementally.

Rapid Time to Value 

AI Data Assistants complement and unlock
knowledge trapped in data catalogs, documents,
support sites, and more.

Leverage Existing Tool
Investments

AI Data Assistants combine the best of large
language models (LLM) with enterprise-specific
content that is safe and secure.

Enterprise Specific Content

The ‘killer app’ for driving data culture

Knowledge at
Everyone’s Fingertips

We specialize in the rapid deployment of chat-centric AI
assistants that focus on developing a high-growth data &
analytics enterprise culture. 

AI Assistant Creation
for Data & Analytic Leaders 

Prebuilt Retrieval Augmented
Generation (RAG) integrations for data
catalogs
Predefined best-practice content
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We rapidly create and
deploy chatbot assistants
using Alation content and
prebuilt integration!

AI DATA ASSISTANTS FOR ALATION

What Do We Do?

How Do We Do It?

Our Benefits

We help data leaders put the power of gen AI LLMs and
enterprise-specific knowledge at everyone’s fingertips to
grow their data culture and career.  
AI assistants are the modern, high-productivity approach
for sharing, learning, and using enterprise data assets.
Even better, we have pre-integrated Alation so its content
can be rapidly made chatbot-ready.

Quick Time to Value

We count time to value in days and weeks.  
Our philosophy is to listen carefully to user
feedback then iterate and adjust quickly.    

Viral Enterprise Adoption

AI Data Assistants are the ‘killer app’.  
Zero learning curve and packed with all
the knowledge the enterprise needs. 

IP Security & Safety

We implement using the Microsoft AI stack
for one simple reason.  They are the most
mature and committ, in writing to IP
security. 

We offer three simple Bronze, Silver, and Gold
engagement packages that make it easy and cost-effective
to get started.  Each package includes a prescriptive, step-
by-step approach that our consultants use to switch on a
private and secure AI stack, connect it to Alation, and start
letting users interact.

GET IN TOUCH
Townsend, TN 37882

www.prenticegate.com

Achieve viral adoption and engagement with zero learning curve

Official Alation Partner
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AI Data Assistants are not integration platforms,
but they naturally support knowledge from
organizational siloes without the cost of
integration.

Think Multi-Dimensionally

Focus on Spanning Content Silos

01AI Data Assistants must contain broad and deep
knowledge the helps everyone from the
inexperience deeply experienced.  

Evolve from Passive to Active
Capabilities
AI Data Assistants follow a maturity curve from
being informative to allowing users to take
action and in some cases, autonomously acting
on the users behalf.

Data Expertise is Vital

4 KEYS TO REVOLUTIONIZING ENTERPRISE
DATA WITH AI DATA ASSISTANTS

Generative AI is creating new opportunities for all disciplines and enterprise data is no
exception.  Data & analytic leaders have a unique opportunity to unlock knowledge
and drive their data culture, but they must focus on the right long-term objectives.

www.prenticegate.com

AI technical mechanisms are important and
interesting, but success depends on deep and
rare data & analytic domain knowledge



AI DATA ASSISTANTS
THIS IS OUR PROPOSAL FOR YOUR BUSINESS

Because we know how important is for you to succeed in businesses we have a
offer for you that will bring you next to success

Protection plan Innovative ideas Smart management

We take all the risks
regarding your

investments so you
remain protected

We help you in business
by delivering good ideas.It
easy to succeed with our

help

Our team of professional
people help you manage
your business all the way

to the top

Clients choose us!
We are number one in this business and we was chosen by a lot of small companies needing

our help.Give us a chance to help you to!

Tall tower 3th floor, NY office@email.com www.company.com +022 2345 5678


